
The skin is an outer organ that covers a body of ver�

tebrates and forms a barrier between the organism and its

environment [1, 2]. In addition to protecting the body

from external factors and preventing pathogen penetra�

tion, the skin participates in thermal regulation, respira�

tion, exchange processes, and regulation of water evapo�

ration [3�5]. The skin is the largest organ of the human

body with respect to its surface area. The investigation of

its structure, early detection of skin diseases develop�

ment, monitoring and control of medicinal drug penetra�

tion, and identification of age�related changes are impor�

tant topics of modern biomedicine that can be successful�

ly studied by molecular spectroscopy and imaging. As a

rule, dermatologists initially perform visual skin exami�

nation, while skin biopsy is required for accurate diagno�

sis of oncological diseases. Since biopsy is an invasive and

rather painful procedure that involves minor surgery, the

development of noninvasive techniques for diagnostics of

skin diseases, as well as methods for monitoring the pen�

etration and action of medicinal drugs on various skin

structures are important areas of modern scientific

research.
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Abstract—This short review describes recent progress in using optical clearing (OC) technique in skin studies. Optical clear�

ing is an efficient tool for enhancing the probing depth and data quality in multiphoton microscopy and Raman spec�

troscopy. Here, we discuss the main mechanisms of OC, its safety, advantages, and limitations. The data on the OC effect

on the skin water content are presented. It was demonstrated that 70% glycerol and 100% OmnipaqueTM 300 reduce the

water content in the skin. Both OC agents (OCAs) significantly affect the strongly bound and weakly bound water. However,

OmnipaqueTM 300 causes considerably less skin dehydration than glycerol. In addition, the results of examination of the OC

effect on autofluorescence in two�photon excitation and background fluorescence in Raman scattering at different skin

depths are presented. It is shown that OmnipaqueTM 300 is a promising OCA due to its ability to reduce background fluo�

rescence in the upper skin layers. The possibility of multimodal imaging combining optical methods and OC technique is

discussed.
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At present, there is a wide spectrum of noninvasive

optical methods available for skin examination in vivo,

such as optical coherence tomography (OCT) [6, 7],

Raman spectroscopy (RS) [8�12], multiphoton tomogra�

phy (MPT) [13�16], laser speckle visualization [17, 18],

fluorescence spectroscopy [19, 20], laser scanning

microscopy [21�23], and others. All these methods can be

used for imaging. But the most promising approach in

clinical studies is a combined use of several optical meth�

ods – the so�called multimodal imaging [24]. Combining

several optical methods for examination of biological tis�

sues allows to obtain information both at functional and

molecular levels, thus enhancing the efficiency of diag�

nostics and the following control of the disease treatment.

Numerous multimodal methods for skin visualization

exist, such as combined use of OCT and photoacoustic

tomography (PAT) [25], as well as of OCT and MPT [26].

Combination of terahertz (THz) pulse irradiation and

polarization imaging was used for identifying cells in non�

melanoma skin cancer [27]. Confocal reflectometry was

used in combination with autofluorescence tomography

for detecting early stages of skin cancer [28]. It must be

noted that skin examination by MPT often uses a combi�

nation of independent detection channels, e.g., autofluo�

rescence (with excitation at different wavelengths), auto�

fluorescence lifetime, second harmonic generation, and

coherent anti�Stokes Raman scattering of lipids and water,

which makes such examination multimodal [29�33]. As a

rule, the use of multimodal optical methods in dermatol�

ogy aims at increasing the detection limit in the diagnos�

tics of various types of skin cancer.

However, all above�mentioned optical methods for

skin examination have one critical limitation that prevents

obtaining the information from the deep skin layers in the

visible and infrared spectral regions. This limitation is

associated with the fact that the stratum corneum and the

living epidermis display especially high light scattering.

Moreover, deeper skin layers, such as dermis and hypoder�

mis, also have high scattering coefficients that are 10� and

100�fold higher, respectively, than their absorption coeffi�

cients [34, 35]. The method of optical clearing (OC) was

developed in the 1990s in order to increase the probing

depth of optical systems, as well as the spatial resolution

and the contrast of the generated images [34, 36�38]. The

effects of various optical clearing agents (OCAs), such as

glycerol [39], glucose [40, 41], dimethyl sulfoxide

(DMSO) [42], etc. on the skin and other biological tissue

have been investigated using such optical methods as OCT

[43, 44], MPT [45, 46], RS [47, 48], PAT [49�54], pho�

toacoustic flow cytometry (PAFC) [55], and others.

In this review we present the results of RS and MPT

studies on the efficiency of OC in optical molecular imag�

ing used for diagnostics of skin diseases. The possibility of

combined application of RS, MPT, and X�ray computed

tomography for multimodal imaging of pathological tis�

sues is discussed.

MAJOR MECHANISMS OF OPTICAL CLEARING 

The scattering anisotropy (g) and scattering coeffi�

cient (μs) of biological tissues are determined by the dif�

ference of the refractive indices (n) of the interstitial fluid

and cell components (nuclei, organelles, membranes,

and cytoplasm) and/or scleroprotein fibrous structures of

the dermis, muscle, and cartilage [56]. At present, refrac�

tive indices in the visible and infrared spectral ranges are

known for a number of main components of biological

tissues, such as nuclei and cytoplasmic organelles in

mammalian cells [57], oxygenated and deoxygenated

hemoglobin [58, 59], collagen in connective tissues [60],

and others.

In this work, we will limit ourselves to discussing the

immersion OC, when the matching of the refractive

indices in a tissue is achieved via tissue immersion in an

OCA. Currently, three main hypothetical mechanisms of

OC are considered by the scientific community [61]. The

first mechanism explains the matching of the refractive

indices of different components of biological tissues and

tissue liquids by OCA penetration into the tissues [34, 36,

41, 43, 61�66]. The second mechanism is associated with a

dehydration of biological tissues caused by the hyperosmo�

lar properties of OCAs [34, 37, 41, 62, 66�68]. The third

mechanism is related to the OCA effect on reversible dis�

sociation of collagen fibers in the dermis [66, 69�72], i.e.,

destabilization of collagen structure via OCA interference

with the hydrogen bonds formed by collagen molecules

resulting in the decrease of light scattering by collagen

structures due to the decrease in the size of scattering par�

ticles [67, 73]. It is important to note that the three

described mechanisms of OCA action do not occur inde�

pendently, but rather in interaction. Moreover, the relative

contribution of each mechanism depends on the type of

biological tissue, the molecular structure of OCA, its con�

centration, and so on. It was suggested in a number of pub�

lications that dehydration caused by an OCA could

decrease the scattering in soft tissues by displacing water

from the space between the collagen fibers, thus decreasing

the difference between the refractive indices of tissue com�

ponents [34, 44, 74, 75]. For example, the refractive index

of water at 589 nm is 1.33, while the refractive index of

human epidermis at the same wavelength is 1.44, of der�

mis – 1.39, and of 70% glycerol aqueous solution and

100% OmnipaqueTM 300 – 1.43 [46, 76, 77]. A significant

decrease in the refractive index after OC has been demon�

strated in a number of studies [36, 75, 78�81]. Moreover,

structural changes caused by the dehydration include com�

pression of biological tissues and, as a result, an increase in

their transparency due to the interference phenomena

occurring upon light scattering by the ordered structures.

Hence, the OC efficiency in biological tissues can

depend on numerous factors, such as OCA refractive

index, osmolarity, concentration, etc., as well as on the

original turbidity of biological tissue and its permeability
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for a particular OCA. Selecting an OCA with the optimal

parameters is a complex and important issue. If this prob�

lem is solved, deep layers of biological tissues could be

investigated efficiently and noninvasively. One also must

consider that the OC efficiency in in vivo studies also

depends on such physiological features of the tissue as the

metabolic response to OCA, temperature, and tissue

functional properties (blood supply, availability of devel�

oped lymphatic system) [34, 37, 61, 65, 67, 79, 82�85].

Furthermore, the refractive indices of living tissue com�

ponents depend on tissue physiological and pathological

state. It should be also considered that glycerol and glu�

cose injections directly into the skin affect microhemo�

circulation in the dermis, and the extent of this effect

depends on the OCA concentration and duration of its

action [49, 86, 87].

OPTICAL CLEARING AGENTS

AND ENHANCERS 

Since the beginning of OC application, a large num�

ber of compounds and their combinations have been test�

ed, with some of them demonstrating high efficiencies in

the imaging of biological tissues. All the known OCAs for

the application by immersion can be arbitrarily divided

into the following groups: (i) polyatomic alcohols [glyc�

erol, polyethylene glycol (PEG), polypropylene glycol]

and solutions of sorbitol, polypropylene glycol, PEG,

xylitol, glycerol, and mannitol [44, 68, 78�80, 82, 86�95];

(ii) sugars (glucose, fructose, ribose, sucrose, and dex�

trose) [41, 70, 71, 84�87, 96�99]; (iii) organic acids

(oleic and linoleic acids) [50, 100]; (iv) other organic

solvents, such as DMSO [39, 50, 66, 100, 101] or thia�

zone [102�108]; (v) radiocontrast agents (Verografin™,

Trasograph™, Hypaque™, and Omnipaque™) [46, 48].

Presently the most popular OCAs, especially for skin

clearing, are glycerol, glucose, and PEG due to their good

biocompatibility and pharmacokinetics in biological tis�

sues [43, 45, 62, 105, 109�111]. Although these OCAs are

considered as nontoxic, prolonged exposure of living tis�

sues to these agents can result in negative effects, such as

local hemostasis, extreme tissue compression, and in

some cases, even necrosis (if OCA is injected into the

skin). It was demonstrated that glycerol�mediated disso�

ciation of collagen fibers could cause morphological

changes in the dermis and tendons in rodents [71, 72].

Moreover, glycerol affects skin blood vessels, in particu�

lar, causes venous and arterial stasis [112]. It was also

demonstrated that the application of glucose or glycerol

could result in the temporary blockage of blood flow in

the surface vessels [86, 87]. It was mentioned in a number

of publications that some OCAs could cause edema and

irritation in tissues [68, 79, 81, 84, 85].

Hence, one of the most important problems in safe

in vivo imaging of living tissues is the selection of an opti�

mal OCA, its concentration, and exposure time. Recent

studies demonstrated that iohexol (5�[acetyl(2,3�dihy�

droxypropyl)amino]�N,N′�bis(2,3�dihydroxypropyl)�

2,4,6�triiodobenzene�1,3�dicarboxamide) manufactured

under the trade name OmnipaqueTM is a promising OCA

for in vivo studies. Solutions with iohexol concentrations

of 300 mg/ml (OmnipaqueTM 300) [48, 113, 114] and

350 mg/ml (OmnipaqueTM 350) [44], respectively, were

successfully used as OCAs for an efficient imaging of deep

layers of biological tissues. The low osmolarity of this

compound (465 mOsm/liter) allows avoiding deforma�

tion of skin layers. Furthermore, in comparison with glyc�

erol, OmnipaqueTM causes a significantly milder skin

dehydration [46, 48].

As was mentioned above, the efficiency of OC

depends on many factors. Among them are the type of

OCA, its concentration, as well as the time of biological

tissue exposure to the agent. For example, in some cases,

tissue clearing to complete transparency takes several

weeks [64]. Considering that the skin barrier function,

provided by the stratum corneum, prevents the penetra�

tion of high OCA concentrations to the deep layers of the

dermis, OC of the skin requires more time compared to

other types of biological tissues. Considering that low

OCA concentrations cannot ensure a sufficient efficiency

of OC and prolonged exposure to highly concentrated

OCAs could negatively affect the skin, methods allowing

one to accelerate the process of OC have been introduced.

Ethanol, propylene glycol, DMSO, linoleic and

oleic acids are commonly used as chemical enhancers to

accelerate the penetration of OCAs [39, 61, 66, 97, 101,

103, 104, 106�108, 111, 115�121]. Moreover, DMSO,

propylene, and oleic acid by themselves are often used as

OCAs [39, 50, 66, 91, 122�125]. Skin pretreatment with

ethanol allows to modify the properties of the stratum

corneum, as well as to accelerate the OCA penetration via

skin appendages and directly through the epidermis [95,

120]. In addition, ethanol removes oil from the skin sur�

face, which also accelerates OC.

In addition to the use of chemical enhancers, biolog�

ical tissues are often subjected to physical treatment

immediately before the OCA application. The most pop�

ular among the physical methods are removal of the stra�

tum corneum surface layers with an adhesive tape (tape

stripping) [126], microdamage of epidermis [127], micro�

dermabrasion [128], photothermal and mechanical per�

foration [129], laser irradiation of skin surface [130, 131],

electrophoresis [132], treatment with ultrasound [133],

and others.

MULTIPHOTON TOMOGRAPHY 

Multiphoton tomography (MPT) is an efficient tool

for noninvasive in vivo skin examination [134]. Based on

two� and three�photon excitation of fluorophores, this
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method allows one to investigate the 3D distribution of

fluorophores in thick biological samples. In general, this

type of imaging is possible because fluorophore excitation

in the ultraviolet range, for example, at 380 nm, is real�

ized via irradiation of the investigated tissue with fem�

tosecond laser pulses at a wavelength of 760 nm.

Considering that biological tissues are highly transparent

at this wavelength, MPT allows one to generate images of

deep skin layers (up to the depth of ~200 μm). The auto�

fluorescence signal of skin induced by two�photon excita�

tion (further referred to as autofluorescence, AF) is relat�

ed to the fluorescence of NAD(P)H, elastin, melanin,

and to a lesser degree, keratin. The second harmonic gen�

eration signal (SHG) is emitted by collagen type I mole�

cules. As a rule, the wavelengths longer than the wave�

lengths of AF and SHG are used in MPT for signal exci�

tation. The main drawback of MPT lies in the fact that

strong scattering in biological tissues critically decreases

the penetration depth of the focused laser radiation to the

depth that is even smaller than for the equivalent one�

photon fluorescence microscopy [135]. That is why the

application of OCAs in MPT studies of biological objects

can significantly enhance the potential of this nonlinear

optical imaging method.

The results of investigation of one of the OC mecha�

nisms were reported in [72]. The authors proposed the

molecular mechanism of OC based on the fact that the

saturation of rodent dermis and tail tendon with anhy�

drous (100%) glycerol resulted in the temporal and

reversible loss of collagen fiber organization in these tis�

sues. Such type of changes in the collagen structure, as

well as a decrease in the diameter of collagen fibers, could

result in the decrease of scattering.

The possibility to increase the depth of imaging in

the two�photon tomography (TPT) using OCAs was first

described by Cicchi et al. in [45]. In this study, human

dermis was exposed to hyperosmotic agents (glucose,

glycerol, and polypropylene glycol) for several minutes. It

was found that glycerol was the most efficient OCA (rela�

tive contrast was 16.3 at a depth of 20 μm), but at the

same time, the slowest. Propylene glycol solution was the

second best in its efficiency as an OCA (relative contrast

was 12.6 at a depth of 20 μm). Glucose action was the

least efficient OCA with the relative contrast of 5.1 at a

depth of 20 μm. However, OC with glucose was 3 times

faster than with glycerol.

It was shown in [135] that a combination of confocal

microscopy and TPT followed by 3D imaging could be

used for noninvasive examination of the collagen struc�

ture. In this study, the authors used a mixture of DMSO,

diatrizoic acid, and glucamine as an OCA. The described

mixture is widely known as FocusClear and was patented

in 2002 [136]. Compared to pure DMSO and glycerol,

FocusClear provided a significantly better transmittance

at 488, 543, and 633 nm and brighter fluorescence at 505

nm [135]. Moreover, the combined use of TPP and fluo�

rescence microscopy made it possible to assign unique

morphological and spectroscopic characteristics to differ�

ent components of human skin [137]. The most impor�

tant is the fact that the produced data allowed to distin�

guish between healthy skin and tissues affected by

melanoma and basal cell carcinoma. The possibility of

diagnostics of squamous cell carcinoma and preceding

actinic keratosis based on the epidermis morphological

parameters determined in vivo using MPT without OC

was demonstrated in [138].

MPT was used to establish the course of events

occurring during glycerol action on tissues containing

collagen structures [139]. The first stage was fast tissue

dehydration accompanied by a compression of the colla�

gen network. Then, the process of relatively slow penetra�

tion of OCA into the collagen interfibrillar space took

place. It was also found that the low�concentration glyc�

erol solution produced a significantly reduced OC effect,

presumably due to the fact that in the course of OC, water

molecules in the tissue are partially replaced with glycerol

molecules. The greater the number of glycerol molecules,

the more effective the OC. The authors also demonstrat�

ed that the effects caused by the application of 100% glyc�

erol or phosphate buffer mixed with glycerol (50/50%) for

several minutes were reversible.

The use of glycerol as an OCA resulted in the

decrease in the diffuse reflection coefficient of rat skin in

vivo [68]. Moreover, skin treatment with 75% glycerol

solution for 30 min cleared the skin to transparency. This

process was also accompanied by a decrease of the dermis

thickness from 1459 to 1287 μm and decrease in the

diameter of collagen fibers from 109 to 79 nm due to the

displacement of water from the tissue by glycerol.

However, collagen fibers were not dissolved or fractured.

In this connection, the authors suggested that one of the

most important mechanisms of OC is associated with the

changes in the thickness of the tissue layer (its compres�

sion) resulting in the emergence of a more dense and reg�

ular packing of tissue fibers and decrease in the fiber

diameter due to the dehydration of the interfibrillar mat�

ter and collagen fibers themselves.

It is important to note that the reduction of scatter�

ing due to OC significantly increases the fluorescence

yield until the clearing window reaches the emitting fluo�

rophores. Considering that in the absence of scattering,

the path of the excitation photon decreases, the probabil�

ity that this photon will encounter the fluorophore and

excite it also decreases. Nevertheless, if this excitation

takes place, the emitted photon has a high probability of

reaching the detector due to low scattering. Hence, one

must consider that a strong OC would result in the loss of

signal [140].

In order to evaluate the possibility of using OC in

vivo, we studied the OC efficiency in porcine skin fol�

lowing a short�term application of biologically compati�

ble agents, such as glycerol and OmnipaqueTM 300
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(iohexol) [46]. It was shown that with both OCAs, skin

treatment for 1 h (i.e., time interval suitable for in vivo

applications) significantly increased the imaging depth

and the contrast of AF and SHG images. Figure 1 shows

AF images at different depths for the control skin sample

and samples treated with 60 and 100% glycerol solutions

and 100% OmnipaqueTM 300. By comparing the effects

of OC obtained with 40, 60, and 100% glycerol solutions

and 60 an 100% OmnipaqueTM 300 solutions, we found

that the SHG signal intensity was affected less by 100%

glycerol solution than by 40 and 60% glycerol solutions,

which could be associated with a high viscosity of the

highly concentrated glycerol solution that prevented its

penetration into the skin. In addition, a higher degree of

tissue dehydration in this case could also be the reason

for a lower SHG efficiency. Despite the fact that both

glycerol and OmnipaqueTM 300 provided significant OC,

glycerol was more efficient as an OCA, although it

caused a pronounced compression of skin tissues and

changes in cell morphology. No such effects were

observed for OmnipaqueTM 300 solution, and that is why

we suggest it as a safe and fast�acting OCA for clinical

tests.

RAMAN SPECTROSCOPY

The detection of inelastically scattered light in the

process of vibrational and rotational energy exchange

between the probing radiation and molecules of the irra�

diated sample constitutes the basis of Raman spec�

troscopy (RS). The Raman spectrum of a biological tissue

can be considered as a tissue molecular fingerprint con�

taining information on its chemical composition. Any

small changes in cells and tissues can result in pro�

nounced changes in the Raman spectrum. Hence, RS

represents a proper technology for elucidating the chem�

ical composition of various types of biological tissues

[141�143]. RS and Raman microscopy (RM) are com�

monly used in dermatology for in vivo analysis of the epi�

dermis (mostly, stratum corneum) [144�147]. In addition,

RS is actively used for monitoring the penetration of

xenobiotics through the skin [148�150]. However, due to

the strong light scattering by skin, RS has strict limita�

tions in the in vivo applications (the probing depth, as a

rule, is limited by the thickness of the epidermis, i.e.,

~40�50 μm). Because OC is accompanied by a decrease

in the elastic light scattering, this allows to achieve a more

Without OC 100% OmnipaqueTM 60% glycerol 100% glycerol

5
 μ

m
3

5
 μ

m
5

5
 μ

m

Fig. 1. Autofluorescence images of the untreated porcine skin and skin treated with 60 and 100% glycerol solutions and 100% OmnipaqueTM

300 generated at different depths ex vivo. Excitation wavelength, 760 nm.
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efficient interaction of the probing laser beam with the

investigated tissue. Hence, the use of OC in combination

with RS provides a significant improvement in clinical

testing.

Enejder et al. [151] used RS for quantitative nonin�

vasive (transcutaneous) evaluation of glucose levels in the

blood of healthy volunteers, whose blood glucose levels

were elevated using a standard peroral glucose tolerance

test protocol. For the sake of simplicity in the presenta�

tion and comparison of the results, the authors used the

spectral range of 400 to 2000 cm–1 with the excitation at

785 nm (the emergence of the Raman signal in this

wavenumber region results from different vibrations in

molecules). In the majority of cases, the Raman peaks

correspond to particular molecular vibrations or types of

molecules, which provides the information on the bio�

chemical composition of the studied biological tissue

[152, 153]. The possibility to monitor OCA penetration

and distribution in human skin was demonstrated in [117]

using unique properties of the Raman spectrum of

DMSO. It was established that the major portion of the

DMSO solution penetrated stratum corneum within

20 min.

An important finding was that OCAs could increase

the signal�to�noise ratio, significantly enhance the

Raman signal, and decrease the systematic error emerg�

ing due to an inaccurate determination of the surface and

sub�surface spectra [152].

A multimodal approach combining MPT (SHG

imaging, in particular) and CARS (coherent anti�Stokes

Raman scattering spectroscopy) for investigating the OC

effect of DMSO in human skin was described in [154].

The authors suggested that DMSO interacts with collagen

fibers and changes the distance between the fibers at a

sub�micron scale. It was shown that the skin scattering

decreased when 40% aqueous DMSO solution was used,

but not the DMSO solution with lower (20%) concentra�

tion. Hence, this work provided an important validation

for the fact that the mechanisms underlying the correla�

tion between the refractive indices of tissue components

and structural changes of collagen fibers play an impor�

tant role in OC. In addition, it was demonstrated that the

DMSO concentration changed with time at the different

skin depths, which allowed one to determine the diffusion

coefficient of DMSO in the skin. The maximum DMSO

concentration decreased from 40 to 10% at a depth of

25 μm (epidermis) within 3 h. This decrease was accom�

panied by skin dehydration and reduction of the stratum

corneum barrier function. This study demonstrated that

CARS could be an efficient technique for quantitative

analysis of OC.

The OC of porcine skin after local application of 40,

60, and 80% glycerol aqueous solutions for 0 to 75 min

was studied in [155]. The authors demonstrated that the

use of glycerol allowed one to increase significantly the

registration depth of the Raman spectra. It was also

shown that the increase in the glycerol concentration

from 40 to 80% resulted in a more efficient OC.

Kim et al. demonstrated that the Raman spectrum of

porcine skin depends on the skin water content. In par�

ticular, the ratio of protein peaks at 1450 and 1660 cm–1

differed significantly for the skin samples with a water

content of 40, 45, 50, and 55% [156]. This fact was con�

firmed by the process modeling using the Monte�Carlo

method. An increase in the water content affects to a

greater extent the distribution of the backscattering in the

larger angular region rather than increasing its intensity.

Hence, the authors suggested that the skin water content

should be controlled during the measurements in order to

provide an accurate diagnostics of skin diseases by RS. A

detailed comparative analysis of the water distribution in

the stratum corneum depending on the strength of hydro�

gen bonds was conducted in [157] for porcine skin ex vivo

and human skin in vivo.

Considering that the Raman signal strongly depends

on the presence of elastic scattering [158, 159], the fact

that highly concentrated OCAs could decrease scattering

to such a degree that the Raman signal would be lost must

be taken into account. Therefore, a compromise must be

sought in the OC�facilitated measurements between the

increase in the Raman signal upon strong scattering and

the loss of Raman signal in the absence of scattering [158,

160]. Hence, in order to measure Raman in living tissues,

it is important to find a biocompatible OCA and to opti�

mize its concentration so that the Raman signal from a

pre�set depth is at its maximum

Considering that strong scattering in biological tis�

sues and weak intensity of Raman signal result in the

decreased resolution and contrast of the Raman spectra,

methods based on the Surface Enhanced Raman Scatter�

ing (SERS) have attracted considerable attention, since

they allow one to significantly increase the sensitivity of

Raman measurements in the skin [161�165]. The possi�

bility of further increasing the SERS sensitivity was

demonstrated in murine skin studies using a number of

OCAs [166], out of which FPT (a mixture of fructose,

PEG�400, and thiazone) demonstrated the highest effi�

ciency. The maximum effect was recorded 15 min after

FPT application and was 3.5�fold higher than the effect

of fructose solution.

A method for in vivo determination of the composi�

tion of various types of tattoo ink based on the analysis of

Raman spectra was suggested in a recent study by Darvin

et al. [167]. The use of glycerol allowed one to increase

the depth of probing from 50 to 400 μm.

Recently, we have investigated the effects of 70%

glycerol and 100% OmnipaqueTM 300 solutions on

porcine skin 30 and 60 min after their application [48].

Figure 2 shows the representative Raman spectra of the

control skin samples and samples treated with glycerol

solution and OmnipaqueTM 300 recorded in a wavenum�

ber range of 400�2000 cm–1 at different depths. The
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intensity of the Raman peaks corresponding to the skin

molecular components increased significantly at the

depths below 160 μm following 60�min treatment with

OmnipaqueTM 300. In the case of glycerol, an increased

peak intensity was observed starting at the depth of

40 μm. We also investigated the OCA effect on the colla�

gen hydration in the dermis. It was established that both

OCAs caused skin dehydration, but the effect of

OmnipaqueTM 300 was significantly less pronounced. To

better understand the action of OCAs on the skin water

content, we analyzed the Raman spectra in the wavenum�

ber range of 2000�4000 cm–1. The convolution procedure

was conducted for each Raman spectrum using 10

Gaussian functions as described in detail in [168]. Next,

four Gaussian function were selected peaking at 3005,

3277, 3458, and 3604 cm–1 in order to analyze the water

composition with respect to the strength of hydrogen

bonds. These peaks corresponded to four types of skin

water: 3005 cm–1 – tightly bound water (DAA�OH: one

donor, two acceptors); 3277 cm–1 – strongly bound water

(DDAA�OH: two donors, two acceptors); 3458 cm–1 –

weakly bound water (DA�OH: one donor, one acceptor);

3604 cm–1 – unbound water (superposition of very weak�

ly bound water DDA�OH: two donors, one acceptor and

free water). Next, the surface area under the curve was

calculated for each of the Gaussian functions. The

obtained values were normalized with respect to the sur�

face area under the curve for the Gaussian function with

the peak at 2930 cm–1 (proteins [169]). The results of our

calculations for the samples treated with 70% glycerol and

100% OmnipaqueTM 300 solution for 30 and 60 min are

presented in Fig. 3 together with the control data

(untreated skin). 

It can be seen in Fig. 3a that the fraction of tightly

bound water reduced following the treatment with both

clearing agents, although glycerol has a more profound

effect than OmnipaqueTM 300. OmnipaqueTM 300 caused

a significant decrease in the fraction of strongly bound

water only after 60�min treatment at a depth of 80�

200 μm (Fig. 3b). Glycerol, on the other hand, produced

a strong effect starting at a depth of 40 μm (Fig. 3b). The

treatment with OmnipaqueTM 300 for 30 and 60 min

increased the peaks corresponding to strongly bound and

weakly bound water at a depth of 40 μm. Similar effect

was observed for the unbound water following 60�min

treatment with OmnipaqueTM 300 (detailed results of this

study are reported in our recent publication [170]).

Considering that OmnipaqueTM 300 penetrates to the

depths of 35�40 μm within 1 h, this increase can be asso�

ciated with the fact that water contained in

OmnipaqueTM 300 supplements water in the skin.

Another explanation could be that normalization to the

protein peak is not entirely correct for the depth of

40 μm, because this depth corresponds to the spinous

layer that has less protein that the stratum corneum and

the dermis [171]. It can be seen in Fig. 3c that both

OCAs affected similarly the weakly bound and strongly

bound water. Application of glycerol decreased the con�

tent of unbound water starting from the depth of 40 μm.

(Fig. 3d). The effect of OmnipaqueTM 300 became pro�

nounced only after 1�h treatment starting from the depth

of 80 μm. Both OCAs exhibited the largest effect on the

strongly bound and weakly bound water. These results

demonstrate that glycerol caused a higher degree of skin

dehydration than OmnipaqueTM 300. This conclusion is

in agreement with our previous studies [48] and confirms

once again that OmnipaqueTM 300 offers many promises

as an OCA agent for clinical tests. Furthermore, it can be

used for quantitative evaluation of the OCA effect on

individual skin components (e.g., collagen). And finally,

OmnipaqueTM 300 can be applied to monitor the liquid

flows caused by OCA application. 

We also used MPT to investigate the effect of OCAs

on the porcine skin fluorescence [46]. The data produced

by RM and MPT are presented for comparison in Figs. 4a

and 4b, respectively. For RM, fluorescence was calculat�

ed as an integral value of background fluorescence; AF

signal was used in MPT.
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Fig. 2. Raman spectra of porcine skin recorded ex vivo at different depths: a) control sample; b) sample treated with 100% OmnipaqueTM300

solution for 1 h; c) sample treated with 70% glycerol solution for 1 h. Excitation wavelength, 785 nm.
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Fig. 4. a) Background fluorescence of the Raman spectra (excitation wavelength, 785 nm) for the control skin samples and samples treated

with 70% glycerol solution and 100% OmnipaqueTM 300. b) MPT fluorescence (excitation wavelength, 760 nm) for control skin samples and

samples treated with 70 and 100% glycerol solutions and 100% OmnipaqueTM 300.
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The application of both OCAs resulted in a signifi�

cant decrease of background fluorescence at the depths

up to 50 μm due to OCA immersion (Fig. 4a). At larger

depths, the background fluorescence in the samples treat�

ed with OmnipaqueTM 300 was comparable to the fluores�

cence of control samples, while the use of glycerol caused

an increase in the background fluorescence. This effect of

glycerol is associated with the fact that more excitation

light reached deeply located fluorophores due to the

decrease of scattering; the fluorescence signal is addition�

ally enhanced due to less scattering. OmnipaqueTM 300

also caused a significant decrease in the AF signal at the

depths up to 50 μm due to OCA immersion (Fig. 4b); at

the depths of 50�160, this signal was slightly higher than

in the control samples. At the depths exceeding 160 μm,

the AF signal was similar in the control and

OmnipaqueTM 300�treated samples. It is important to

note that skin treatment with the 60% glycerol solution

resulted in the increase of the AF signal, which was con�

trary to the control samples at all depths except the skin

surface. The use of 100% glycerol also caused an increase

of the AF signal from the depths up to 160 μm. This effect

of glycerol can be most likely explained by the decrease of

scattering due to the strong skin dehydration.

Hence, the produced data prove that OmnipaqueTM

300 is an exceptionally efficient OCA. Besides causing

significantly less dehydration than glycerol, it is more

efficient in decreasing the background fluorescence in the

upper skin layers, which is an interfering factor in RM.

Moreover, since OmnipaqueTM 300 is a radiocontrast

agent, it could potentially be used in the multimodal

studies combining optical methods and micro�X�ray skin

imaging.

Optical clearing is an efficient technique for control�

ling the optical properties of biological objects that allows

one to increase the probing depth and to improve the qual�

ity of the obtained information. The search for new safe

and efficient OCAs and elucidation of the mechanisms of

their action in biological tissues are important research

areas. In this work, we briefly reviewed the results of stud�

ies on the use of optical clearing to improve the quality of

optical diagnostics in dermatology, with emphasis on RM

and MPT of skin. The results of studies on the effect of

glycerol and OmnipaqueTM 300 on the tightly bound,

strongly bound, weakly bound, and unbound water were

presented. In particular, it was shown that both OCAs

affected mostly the strongly bound and weakly bound

water. Glycerol demonstrated a significantly higher dehy�

dration effect than OmnipaqueTM 300. We also studied the

effect of these OCAs on fluorescence in RM and MPT.

Based on the available data, OmnipaqueTM 300 is an

exceptionally efficient OCA that significantly decreases

the background fluorescence in the upper skin layers.

There is a large number of optical methods available

for studying biological tissues at the molecular level in

addition to RS and MPT that are less efficient in the case

of strong scattering. Moreover, many biological tissues

still remain poorly understood with respect to optical

clearing, especially under in vivo conditions. This opens

new prospects for further multimodal studies and the

development of novel techniques for the imaging of bio�

logical tissues and an analysis of their parameters using

controlled optical clearing.
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